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Julian the Apostate (331-363 CE) stands as a captivating figure in Roman
history, renowned for his sharp intellect, military brilliance, and unwavering
dedication to Hellenistic philosophy and the restoration of traditional Roman
paganism.

Born into a prominent family connected to the imperial lineage, Julian's life
took a tumultuous turn when his father and older brother were executed on
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the orders of Constantius II, the reigning emperor. Julian himself narrowly
escaped this fate and spent his youth in obscurity, devoting himself to the
study of philosophy, rhetoric, and literature.

In 355 CE, Julian's fortunes changed when he was appointed Caesar
(junior emperor) by Constantius II and dispatched to Gaul (modern-day
France and Belgium) to quell an invasion by the Alemanni. Julian proved to
be an exceptional military commander, repelling the invaders and earning
the admiration of his troops and the Roman populace.
Julian's Reign and Religious Reforms



Julian the Apostate ascended to the imperial throne in 361 CE, marking a significant
turning point in Roman history.

Upon the death of Constantius II in 361 CE, Julian was proclaimed
Augustus (senior emperor) by his legions. His accession marked the
beginning of a new era in the Roman Empire, characterized by his
ambitious plans for religious and political reforms.
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Julian's religious policies were particularly controversial. A devout adherent
of Hellenistic philosophy and paganism, he rejected Christianity, which had
become the official religion of the Roman Empire under Constantine the
Great. Julian sought to restore the ancient gods and practices of Rome,
reopening pagan temples, reinstating traditional sacrifices, and
encouraging the return to classical values.

His attempts to revive paganism met with mixed reactions. Some embraced
Julian's efforts as a return to their cultural roots, while others, particularly
the Christian population, viewed it as a dangerous attack on their faith.
Literary Legacy: The Complete Works of Julian the Apostate



Julian the Apostate's literary legacy is vast and multifaceted, encompassing
a wide range of writings that reflect his intellectual pursuits and
philosophical worldview.

Letters
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Julian's letters, written to friends, family, and officials, offer a personal and
revealing account of his life and experiences. They provide insights into his
relationships, political views, and religious beliefs.

Orations

Julian's orations, or public speeches, showcase his rhetorical skills and
philosophical leanings. They cover a diverse range of topics, including the
virtues of paganism, the evils of Christianity, and the importance of
education.

Fragments

Fragments of Julian's other works, including historical and philosophical
treatises, have also survived and contribute to our understanding of his
thought.

Theological Treatises

Julian's theological treatises, such as "Against the Galileans," provide a
detailed critique of Christian belief. They reveal his rejection of the Trinity,
his skepticism toward miracles, and his belief in the superiority of pagan
gods.
Philosophical Musings and Religious Beliefs



Julian the Apostate was a dedicated student of classical philosophy, particularly
Neoplatonism.

Julian the Apostate's philosophical musings were deeply influenced by
Neoplatonism, a late antique school of philosophy that emphasized the
importance of contemplation, the existence of a transcendent One, and the
interconnectedness of all things.
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In his writings, Julian argued for the superiority of paganism over
Christianity. He believed that the traditional gods of Rome represented the
true principles of the universe, while Christianity was a foreign and irrational
superstition.

Julian's religious beliefs were intertwined with his political ambitions. He
believed that the restoration of paganism was essential for the revival of the
Roman Empire. He saw the old gods as protectors of the state and sought
to restore their prominence in Roman life.
Julian's Short Reign and Legacy



Julian's reign was cut short in 363 CE when he embarked on a campaign
against the Sassanid Empire in Persia. Despite initial successes, the
campaign proved disastrous. Julian was killed in battle, and his dream of
restoring paganism to its former glory died with him.

Julian's legacy remains complex and controversial. Some historians view
him as a brilliant philosopher-emperor who sought to restore the grandeur
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of the Roman Empire. Others condemn his religious persecution and his
rejection of Christianity.

Nevertheless, The Complete Works of Julian the Apostate stands as a
testament to his intellect, his beliefs, and his unwavering devotion to his
vision for the Roman Empire.
Exploring the Complete Works of Julian the Apostate

Today, The Complete Works of Julian the Apostate is an invaluable
resource for scholars, historians, and anyone interested in the complexities
of Roman history and the development of religious thought in the ancient
world.

The collection offers a comprehensive insight into the mind of a remarkable
emperor who dared to challenge the established order and pursue his own
unique vision for Rome. Through his letters, orations, fragments, and
theological treatises, Julian's voice echoes across the centuries, inviting us
to engage with his ideas and to understand the motivations behind his
controversial reign.

Whether you are a seasoned historian, a student of ancient philosophy, or
simply curious about the enigmatic figure of Julian the Apostate, The
Complete Works of Julian the Apostate is an indispensable guide to his life,
beliefs, and lasting legacy.
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